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Abstract: The importance of comfort during transfer and stationing becomes a key performance
parameter for large yacht design, on the same level as propulsive issues. Such a matter extends
questions in terms of form and service demand to the motion behaviour of the unit in waves. Relevant
studies refer to outdated hull forms not specic to modern large yachts. In this study, ve hull forms
with different bow concepts represent the most common design solutions for yachts at constant
draught and displacement. The preliminary ranking on the effect of alternative bows on comfort
requires the denition of internationally accepted comfort standards. Here, the AWI 22834 guidelines
for large yachts provide the service and environmental conditions and criteria for the comfort
analysis, being the only reference specic to yachts. The calculations employ a strip-theory-based
numerical model to provide results of easy understanding for designers during the early design
stage. The obtained ranking among the design solutions on a reference large yacht favours the
option nested with a bulb, contradicting the expectations in favour of a vertical bow concept. The
discussion and conclusions provide a way forward for additional analyses and investigations aimed
at proposing suitable multicriterial design guidelines for large yachts. However, the results also show
the unsuitability of AWI environmental and encounter conditions for hull form ranking.

Keywords: hull forms; ship design; large yachts; comfort analysis; ship motions

1. Introduction

In the past, in the preliminary design phase of a large yacht, calm water resistance
minimisation was the main focus for hull form development. Recently the focus has
extended towards seakeeping performances. In particular, comfort on board was a relevant
topic in continuous expansion over the last decade, mainly for passenger ships, while
large yachts present similar necessities. Any ship sailing at sea faces external forces due
to wind, current and waves. These forces not only cause the ships’ motions, which can
reduce passengers’ comfort, but are also responsible for increased resistance, continuous
course adjustments, slamming phenomena and limitations in the operational proles.
Accelerations and motion minimisation are benecial for the well-being of the crew and
passengers. What remains challenging is obtaining a design with the desired level of motion
and acceleration without compromising other ships’ characteristics and performances.

The evaluation of vessels’ comfort is a complex issue because it is subjective to human
experiences and passengers’ feedback can determine a vessel’s reputation more than objec-
tive technical analysis. Until the 1980s, according to the literature [1], vertical accelerations
were a prime measure of seasickness. Quantication of discomfort related to roll and
transverse accelerations remained, apart from the impact on human mobility, out of reach.
Such a matter was particularly disappointing because an onboard investigation [2] sug-
gested that other acceleration components and motions played an important role, clearly
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indicating that roll and transverse accelerations were signicant sources of human discom-
fort. Generally, motion-induced discomfort is related to three different aspects. The rst
source of seasickness regards the sensory conict between the experienced accelerations
and visual information. Several studies on human factors [3–10] have proposed illness
ratings based onmotion acceleration and frequency, exposure time, age and sickness history,
i.e., whether people have previously been sick or not. A second aspect is the interference
of the low-frequency horizontal and vertical accelerations with passenger activities and
locomotion. The effect of ship motions on specic activities such as moving around on
a ship or walking on a staircase may be bio-mechanical [11]. The last aspects relate to
the coordination problems associated with high-frequency resonant phenomena in the
human body leading to high sensitivity to vibration. These coordination problems may
amplify the effects of low-frequency accelerations. Furthermore, almost all comfort criteria
developed for operational and passenger ships cover almost only the cruising phase. How-
ever, for a large yacht, the design target is also to achieve an adequate comfort standard
while stationing at anchor, which represents an important condition of their operational
prole [12,13].

In recent years, the need for standardisation of comfort evaluation onboard large yachts
in the early design stage led to the denition of a new standard specication for pleasure
crafts: the AWI 22834 [14]. The specication proposes a set of typical environmental
conditions and locations to assess comfort by evaluating characteristics related to vertical
and lateral accelerations (a thorough description is given in Section 2.2).

All the mentioned studies conclude that ship motions are the dominant factor causing
seasickness. It is also evident that, at constant displacement, longer vessels are more
comfortable than smaller ones of similar conguration because the relative wavelength
becomes shorter [15]. For this reason, the inuence of principal dimensions on ship response
in waves focuses on the effect of macroscopic changes in hull forms, especially for the
forebody sections (U-shaped or V-shaped), and signicant modications in the hull form
coefcients. The general indications suggest that a U-shaped forebody is advantageous
for reducing speed loss, slamming occurrence and structural loads. V-shaped sections are
benecial for vertical motion reduction, especially for pitch motion.

More recent studies do not centre the focus on global hull form variations but are more
oriented to the resolution of optimisation problems, considering only motions or multiple
objective functions, including resistance [16–21]. The only exceptions concern the analysis
of added resistance in waves [22,23] and the development of surrogate models for concept
design using parametric analysis on coefcients [24,25]. However, these studies do not
compare alternative concepts for the hull form or the forebody type.

The present paper’s aim is to investigate the effect on the comfort of the most com-
monly adopted bow shapes for large yachts: conventional, bulbous and vertical. Such a
topic is lacking in a proper investigation in the literature, as particular attention is given
only to some specic designs without providing a valid comparison with alternative solu-
tions. In fact, between classic and modern studies, the most relevant investigation on the
inuence of bulbous bows on ship motions is by Gerritsma and Beukelman [26], conclud-
ing that such an appendix does not substantially modify the ship’s behaviour in waves.
However, the study considers old hull forms and, given the phenomenon’s complexity, it
is not clear how different shapes of the modern bow affect the ship’s motions in waves.
Much confusion appears among the large yacht designers because a fair comparison among
different modern bow shapes is missing in the literature for comfort, speed and course
keeping. Therefore the current study is relevant to clarify the variations of comfort rating
(based on the calculated accelerations) that can be expected by varying the shape of the
bow or inserting a bulb.

Among the different possible bow congurations, the present work considers the three
most adopted solutions for large yachts: conventional bow, conventional bow with bulb
and vertical bow. The study compares, according to AWI-22834 standards, the comfort
levels of ve hulls generated from a reference 50 m yacht. Hull form variations concern only
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the forebody, maintaining the stern invariant. Modications do not keep the displacement
constant; therefore, two hulls have a different nal draught to obtain the displaced volume
of the original yacht. The analysis considers a xed metacentric height GM of 1 m for all
the hulls, resulting in different positions of the centre of gravity but keeping the radii of
inertia constant.

The accelerations for the AWI-22834 conditions derive from 2D strip-theory calcu-
lations to adopt an analysis tool frequently used and understood by yacht designers. A
critical discussion of the obtained results on a broader set of environmental conditions
underlines the advantage of the vertical bow concept compared to other hulls, even though
the results on AWI conditions favour the bulbous bow. However, the study suggests a
more in-depth analysis of the hydrodynamic problem, considering non-linear effects and
multi-attribute considerations, including resistance and course keeping, besides the pure
comfort analysis.

2. Comfort Assessment on Large Yachts

In the design of a pleasure craft, comfort is of foremost importance. However, a unique
and complete denition of comfort does not exist as it includes a subjective feeling by
people. Moreover, the perception of comfort can be inuenced by many factors, depending
upon time to exposure, the intensity of the phenomenon, gender, age, previous experience
and mental state of the subject. The following are the most relevant factors for large yachts:

• Noise and vibrations;
• Motions and postural stability;
• Smell;
• On-board amenities, food and drink;
• Other factors (weather, temperature, humidity, etc.).

The present study focuses on comfort due to wave-induced motions. Therefore, it is
necessary to identify relevant criteria for motions/accelerations specic to large yachts,
pinpointing pertinent thresholds to objectively judge the level of comfort or discomfort
onboard. There are few examples in the open literature about motion/acceleration limits
specic to pleasure crafts. Therefore, criteria dealing with vessel types close to yachts
can provide general reference values. The following subsections provide an overview of
general comfort criteria for passengers, compared with recently developed ones for large
yachts, specically.

2.1. General Comfort Criteria

General criteria for ship motion/acceleration limits exist in the literature and relate to
different kinds of ships, ranging from operative offshore vessels to passenger ships, with
plenty of dedicated criteria specic to naval ships [27,28].

Table 1 provides the general criteria applicable to passenger ships, even though they
were intended for certain operations onboard naval vessels or operative ships. The activities
and life onboard a yacht are more similar to passenger ships rather than navy activities;
therefore, it is more reasonable to adopt criteria close to those used for passenger vessels.
Unfortunately, specic criteria for passenger ships adopted inside MARIN [29] require the
calculation of the Motion Illness Rating (MIR), which uses coefcients not available in the
literature. Furthermore, its determination requires many parameters that would not be
available in the early design stage.

General criteria may also apply to large yachts. However, standards for passenger
ships refer to ships with larger sizes than yachts, thus providing potentially too restrictive
thresholds for motion criteria. Searching for criteria specic to such vessels is then conve-
nient for dealing with large yachts. The following section introduces AWI-22834 guidelines,
proposing a framework for assessing comfort levels for such pleasure crafts.
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Table 1. Comfort-related ship motion criteria applicable for passenger ships.

Criterion Name Quantity Criteria Fullment

Effective gravity angle EGA RMS < 2deg
ISO2631-1 MSI MSI < 10%

Comfort rating for passenger ships MIR or CR MIR < 10 (for passenger)
MIR < 20 (for crew)

Nordforsk
Vertical acceleration RMS < 0.02g
Lateral acceleration RMS < 0.03g

roll RMS < 2 deg
Vibration dose value VDV VDV < 1

2.2. AWI-22834 Guidelines for Large Yachts

As mentioned above, there is a lack of explicit standards and criteria specically dedi-
cated to large yachts. To this end, the ISO established the working group AWI-22834 [14],
led by MARIN. The main goal of this working group is to produce a comparative scale of
comfort among yachts to be used for technical and commercial benets. The process goes
through the denition and standardisation of the following points:

• Identication of yacht-specic comfort criteria;
• Environmental condition selection (wave height, period);
• Operative condition selection (vessel speed, encounter angle);
• Identication of onboard locations of interest;
• Evaluation of criteria satisfaction for all conditions.

Hereafter, individual sections describe the above-listed points included in the
AWI guidelines.

2.2.1. Yacht Specic Comfort Criteria

As previously mentioned, available criteria for ship motion-related comfort (Table 1)
refer to other vessel types, necessitating the identication of the most suitable comfort
measures among available options. Among the available criteria, effective gravity angle
(EGA) and Motion Sickness Index (MSI) are appropriate candidates for comfort assessment.
The following formulation is suitable to describe EGA:

EGA = arctan
(

̈

ξ̈ + g

)
, (1)

where g is the gravity acceleration and ξ̈ and ̈ are the absolute vertical and lateral accel-
eration, respectively. EGA calculation with Equation (1) is valid for each point of a vessel
when evaluating accelerations for given points. Furthermore, Equation (1) is valid for both
the time and frequency domains; in the latter case, it is necessary to use RMS values for
absolute accelerations.

Concerning MSI, different formulations are available in the literature, with the follow-
ing one selected as a reference for AWI calculations:

MSI = 100Φ

Zξ


Φ

Z′
t

, (2)

with relevant quantities in Equation (2) evaluated as follows [28]:

Φ(Z) = 1
2π

∫ Z
−∞ e−

x2
2 dx withZ 


Zξ ,Z′

t

, (3)

Zξ = 2.128 log

ξ̈
g


− 9.277 log f̂ξ − 5.8099 log f̂ξ

2 − 1851, (4)

Z′
t = 1.134Zξ + 1.989 log Te − 2.904, (5)
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where Te is the exposure time in minutes and f̂ξ is the frequency in Hertz of the absolute
vertical acceleration ξ̈ spectrum peak. Therefore, Equation (2) is a simplied version of
MSI, considering only the vertical acceleration. Such a choice allows a proper balance to
be identied between the complexity of the criteria formulation and the need to have a
sufciently broad indicator to describe comfort. The combination between MSI and EGA
covers, in the proposers’ intentions, with a single extended index, the identication of
passengers needing support (but also tipping or sliding of objects) and the percentage of
people on board that will suffer from seasickness after a given exposure time.

2.2.2. Environmental and Operative Conditions

The AWI working group also proposes standard environmental conditions to assess
comfort on large yachts. The selection of such conditions assumes that large pleasure
vessels operate mostly in the Western Mediterranean and Caribbean Seas. Therefore, as a
rst simplied assumption, a combinedwave scatter diagram of the two sea areas according
to annual statistics identies the reference environmental conditions for such yachts.

As an additional assumption, the analysis considers only the wave heights between 1
and 2 m: the waves with a higher occurrence in the combined scatter diagram, ensuring a
fair compromise with at-anchor performances of vessels relatively short (less than about
60 m) and longer ones. Figure 1 shows an overview of the resulting environmental condi-
tions. All the irregular wave conditions refer to long-crested sea approximation, modelled
with a JONSWAP wave spectrum.

Figure 1. Environmental conditions considered by AWI 22834 guidelines.

Besides the environmental settings, additional simplications concern the selection
of the encounter wave conditions, which are determined by the course-keeping prole of
the vessel. The analysis should be carried out for bow quartering seas over starboard only,
analysing the mirrored position along the longitudinal axis for points not located on the
yacht’s diametral plane due to symmetry. The comfort analysis considers two reference
speeds V: 0 and 12 knots. Such a choice covers the at-anchor condition and a general
transfer one, recurrent in the large yacht operative prole.

2.2.3. On Board Location of Interest

According to the AWI proposers, the comfort analysis should consider ve reference
locations along the yacht, which are representative of ve areas of interest for operations
and leisure on board:

• Owner’s cabin (OC)
• Dining area (DA)
• Wheel house (WH)
• Crew area (CA)
• Beach club (BC)
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Each location mentioned above is represented by the geometrical centre of that space
on board, adding 1.2 m to the reference deck height for the z coordinate, to represent
the human centre of gravity. Therefore, the locations are not xed for all the yachts but
refer to individual general arrangements of the analysed units. However, according to
the proposers, the selected reference areas are nowadays located in similar positions for
large yachts, differing by small relative distances, which are not signicant for large motion
variations. Thus, the methodology is suitable for comparing alternative design solutions
on the same platform or directly different vessels.

2.2.4. Comfort Satisfaction Thresholds

The last step necessary for the comfort assessment relates to dening the thresholds on
the identied comfort criteria. The AWI proposers set, for all the environmental/encounter
conditions, the fullment criteria to EGA < 2 deg and MSI < 10% with exposure time Te
equal to 1 h. Within this framework, it is then possible to identify the downtime period of
the comfort criteria fullment at all speeds and locations as follows:

OPC =
2

∑
i=1

NL

∑
j=1

NTz

∑
k=1

pVi pLj pTzk ICijk , (6)

where pV and pL are the weighting functions for speeds and onboard locations, while pTz
is the marginal distribution of the wave periods described in previous subsections. The
preliminary AWI proposal considers an equal weight within the ve locations and the two
speeds, resulting in pL = 0.2 and pV = 0.5, respectively. For all the conditions, the functional
IC [30] identies whether the comfort criteria are above or under the suggested thresholds:

IC =

{
1 ifMSI < 10%∨ EGA < 2 deg,
0 otherwise.

(7)

As an outcome of the comfort analysis, the AWI guidelines propose a rating ranking
based on the values of OPC according to a ve star scale. Table 2 reports the rating system,
which can be global or local: in the latter case, it is sufcient to neglect the loop on locations
or speeds from Equation (6).

Table 2. AWI 22834 rating system.

OPC (%) Star Rating Qualitative Rating

0–20 ? ? ? ? ? Poor
20–40 ? ? ? ? ? Below average
40–60 ? ? ? ? ? Average
60–80 ? ? ? ? ? Good
80–100 ? ? ? ? ? Very good

3. Large Yacht Hull Concepts

The bow shape design of a large yacht necessitates the combined satisfaction of hydro-
dynamic and aesthetic issues. The rst is necessary to grant vessel performances, while the
second is related to the harmonic combination between the hull and the superstructures.
There are multiple possibilities for the bow shape selection; however, there is a lack of
general indications about the advantages and disadvantages of alternative solutions for
motion reduction and comfort.

In recent years, some new solutions for bow shapes also appeared in the yacht market,
like the wave piercer bow or the inverse rake bow. Nonetheless, these applications remain
restricted to a few unique applications in the pleasure craft market. Consequently, the most
commonly adopted solutions for yachts remain the following ones:

• Conventional bow;
• Conventional bow with bulb;
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• Vertical bow.

The following sections describe the three bow design options and introduce the hull
forms analysed in the present work.

3.1. Conventional Bow

The conventional bow concept (see Figure 2) is the most diffused bow type in the yacht
industry, especially for units shorter than 50 metres. This choice is probably a consequence
of the reduced construction costs and the almost standard superstructure layout well tted
by a clipper bow. Especially for small units, the hydrodynamic issues mainly related to calm
water resistance and propulsion favour the adoption of such a bow type, as the associated
Froude number regimes for the transfer and full speed conditions can be above 0.3–0.4,
thus appropriate for a conventional bow.

Figure 2. Conventional bow example.

Conventional bows for yachts imply that the fore sections of the hull present a large
are, resulting in a high susceptibility to impact with incoming waves in transit and anchor
conditions. Hence, it is highly probable that phenomena associated with wave-induced
vibration, such as comfort, are present with consistent relevance. Figure 2 shows the typical
shape of the forebody of yachts tted with this bow concept, highlighting the presence
of the pronounced are. Such a bow concept is also typical of fast yachts sailing in half-
planing or planing conditions. For these conditions, the bow may also present the spray
rails, sometimes tted likewise on fast displacement yachts to reduce the bow are, as
highlighted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Conventional bow example with spray rail.

3.2. Conventional Bow with Bulb

Besides the conventional bow, the widely diffused forebody typology for large yachts
is the bulbous bow (see Figure 4). Such a solution is particularly effective for vessels
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sailing in a Froude number range between 0.2 and 0.3, where the bulb grants a relevant
abatement of wave-making resistance [31–33]. As the transfer/cruise speed of large yachts
is almost invariant with the vessel dimensions, the bulbous bow solution is more suitable
for medium/long units instead of small ones. However, the confusion and lack of general
guidelines in the literature make it typical practice for some yacht designers to t bulbous
bows outside the optimum range of Froude numbers, especially for retrotting an old yacht.
Such a mistake is associated with the expectation of obtaining a wave-making resistance
reduction compared to the original hull, regardless of hydrodynamic analyses.

Figure 4. Conventional bow with bulb example.

Figure 5 shows the nesting of a bulbous bow during the retrotting of an old vessel
with a conventional bow type. The Figure shows that adding a bulb in the forebody does
not change the above waterline characteristics of the sections. Therefore, in the case of a
bulb-tted conventional bow, the same issues concerning the are will appear. At the same
time, the bulb can be nested into all the kinds of bows applicable to a vessel, supposing
that the design conditions are suitable for the benecial effects provided by the bulb.

Figure 5. Nesting of a bulb on an existing yacht with conventional bow.
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The form and dimensions of the bulb should result from a careful hydrodynamic study
based on the yacht operative profile and the constraints provided by the ship owner; otherwise,
the fitting of such an appendix cannot produce the desired performance improvements.

3.3. Vertical Bow

Another bow shape rising in popularity in the last ten years is the vertical bow (see
Figure 6). The main characteristic of this forebody type is the absence of a longitudinal
difference between the waterline and the main deck termination in the forebody. As a
result, by keeping the same workable area on the main deck, the vessel with the vertical
bow has a longer waterline length than units provided with a conventional bow.

Figure 6. Vertical bow example.

However, the calm-water wave-making resistance reduction is not the only benet
achievable with a vertical bow. The forebody shape drastically changes compared to
conventional hull forms, especially the forebody sections above the waterline. In the case
of a vertical bow, the bow sections do not present the characteristic are of the conventional
bow type. The main reason is the slight difference in the offsets between the waterline
and the main deck, resulting in more straight and V-shaped sections. Such behaviour is
visible in Figure 6. The direct consequence of tting a V-shaped section in the forebody is
decreasing the bow are. Therefore, it is expectable that all phenomena associated with the
impact between the hull and incoming waves at zero or transit/cruise speed will decrease
compared to a conventional bow. Hence, the vertical bow can be benecial to increase the
comfort onboard large yachts, even though there are no guidelines to quantify the benet in
an early design stage. Furthermore, adopting a vertical bow does not prevent the tting of
additional appendages like a bulb or the spray rails already discussed for the conventional
bow type.

The advantages of a vertical bow make this forebody type the starting point for
developing different bow shapes, like the axe bow or the reverse bow. However, the
diffusion of such new bow types in the large yacht market is limited and less relevant than
the vertical bow.

3.4. Reference Hull Forms

The hulls selected for the comparison derive from a representative displacement hull
form (large motor yacht). From this initial form, only variations of the bow shape lead to the
denition of two new hulls for investigating the effect of the bow shape on the accelerations
of the rigid body. The reference hull (hereafter called Hull A) is a displacement hull form
of a Motor Yacht with a traditional bow shape and are without the bulbous bow, tested
at MARIN in 2014 [34]. The adopted initial geometry does not reproduce the nal yacht
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hull because of condentiality agreements between MARIN and customers. Two other
hulls were generated, starting from Hull A, changing only the bow shape and keeping the
draught constant. Hull B is a variation obtained by inserting a bulb, while Hull C presents a
vertical bow. The three hulls have the same shape from the midship section to the extreme
stern; furthermore, Hull B has the same hull shape except for the insertion of the bulb.
Figure 7 shows the side view of the three described hull forms, while Figure 8 shows the
sections of the hulls.

Figure 7. Side view of the hull forms considered in the study with conventional (Hull A), bulbous
(Hull B) and vertical bow (Hull C), respectively.

Figure 8. Sections of the hull forms considered in the study with conventional (Hull A), bulbous
(Hull B) and vertical bow (Hull C), respectively.

The main goal of this selection is to make a fair comparison among the bows from a
designer’s point of view while assisting a potential customer in selecting the most suitable
bow shape for their yacht. In this sense, it is necessary to adopt a nomenclature familiar
to both designers and shipowners, employing the load line length LLL as a reference and
maintaining it invariant for each hull while keeping the volume LL constant under this
line. The LLL is a ctitious length measured on the waterline at a draught d1 corresponding
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to 85% of the construction height D, keeping the longer value between 96% of the waterline
or the distance between the fore waterline point and the axis of the stock rudder [35]. Such
an approach for at keel hulls is presented in Figure 9. Nevertheless, as a consequence of
the load line length concept, the length between perpendiculars LPP and the displacements
∆ are not the same for the three hulls.

Figure 9. Load line length determination for at keel hulls.

However, the displaced mass in salt water ∆ is a fundamental attribute for ship design,
inuencing the inertial matrix of the ship, the longitudinal position of the centre of gravity
xG for even keel conditions and, consequently, seakeeping characteristics. Therefore, this
study considers two additional hulls (namely Hull B* and C*) for the comfort analyses
directly derived from Hull B and Hull C. The variations consist of a change of draught T
necessary to match the saltwater displacement of Hull A; thus, the two hull forms do not
need additional visualisation as the sectional shape remains the same.

Furthermore, the ve hulls also differ in other hull-form parameters and the centre
of gravity position. The longitudinal position xG is taken equal to the centre of buoyancy
xB to have a static even-keel condition. The vertical position zG ensures a value of the
metacentric height GM of 1 metre invariant for each hull. Such a choice is necessary to
maintain a fair comparison between the shapes of the bows, without introducing additional
inertial effects. The adopted GM value is coming from statistical assumptions derived from
previous studies at MARIN [34]. Table 3 reports the main characteristics of the ve hulls,
derived from the hulls’ hydrostatics (for Hull B* and C* the values refer to Hull B and C at
the draught corresponding to Hull A displacement).

Table 3. Reference hulls’ main characteristics.

Characteristic Symbol Unit HULL A HULL B HULL C HULL B* HULL C*

Length between perpendiculars LPP m 50.000 50.000 52.292 50.000 50.000
Waterline length LWL m 52.798 52.798 57.942 53.842 57.942
Load line length LLL m 55.650 55.650 55.650 55.650 55.650

Maximum breadth at design draught Bmax m 8.602 8.602 8.602 8.597 8.595
Design draught T m 2.300 2.300 2.300 2.285 2.229

Displacement mass in seawater ∆ t 585.2 593.9 616.3 585.2 585.2
Longitudinal position of the centre of gravity * xG m 23.693 24.037 24.881 26.221 24.950

Vertical position of the centre of gravity * zG m 3.586 3.603 3.530 3.643 3.639
Metacentric height GM m 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Natural roll period T s 7.320 7.410 7.420 7.34 7.350

* Measures are given taking the intersection between the aft perpendicular and the keel line as origin.

4. Hull Concept Comfort-Rankings Results

The comparison between the ve different hulls follows, as mentioned earlier, the
AWI guidelines for comfort on large yachts. Even though the guidelines indicate the
environmental conditions, comfort criteria and subsequent comfort rating, no specic
restriction applies to the source of accelerations needed to evaluate comfort onboard.
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This work concerns a preliminary design stage; hence, the investigation adopts ac-
celerations derived from 2D strip-theory calculations with all the associated assumptions
and limitations. This section briey describes the numerical model used to calculate the
accelerations, denes the location of interest for the ve hulls and concludes with the nal
ranking among the different hulls.

4.1. Numerical Model

The well-known 2D strip theory is a suitable option, accessible to designers, to perform
fast seakeeping calculations during an early design stage. Here, the 2D code SHIPMO [36]
allows the hydrodynamic forces to be determined and the motion equations to be solved.
A 2D strip theory implies a set of assumptions and limitations to the calculations, such as
the linearity of the body forces and the validity for small amplitude motions, supposing
that the hull has theoretically vertical sides.

As usual in strip theory, the hull form is approximated by an arbitrary number of
sections composed of line elements without direct hydrodynamic interaction between the
strips. In the present study, 21 strips dene Hulls A, C and C*, and 24 strips Hulls B and B*.
All sections include 50 to 100 line elements, modelling both vessel sides. SHIPMO solves
the fundamental radiation–diffraction problem for each strip, calculating the corresponding
hydrodynamic forces. After evaluating the wave excitation and the reaction forces on the
individual sections, the global forces result from integration over the ship length. The
determination of excitation (Froude–Krylov and diffraction) and reaction forces (added
mass and damping coefcients) allows motion equations to be solved, including nonlinear
effects like viscous roll damping due to eddies around bilge, skin friction damping, lift
damping, presence of bilge keels, skegs and rudders, passive and active ns or anti-roll
tanks. The numerical model of the ve hulls does not consider appendages such as bilge
keels, stabiliser ns, and bow and stern thruster tunnels. Only two rudders contribute to
the roll damping coefcient, evaluated with the Ikeda method [37].

Despite the theoretical limits of linear strip theory, the SHIPMO program covers a
wide range of applications and hull forms, being suitable for an initial comparison between
different hull forms. As the AWI environmental conditions do not require motion prediction
in extreme conditions, theoretical limits of the code are acceptable for the present study. In
any case, a detailed description of the numerical methods, code validations and limitations
is present in the literature [38].

The execution of SHIPMO calculations on the ve reference hull forms allows the
barycentric motions’ relative amplitude operators (RAOs) to be determined for the AWI
conditions (heading and speed). Figures 10 and 11 show the 6 degrees of freedom barycen-
tric RAOs for 0 and 12 knots, respectively. RAOs refer to the AWI reference heading of
135 degrees, according to the adopted reference system (see Figure 12). Calculations refer
to a frequency range between 0 and 7 rad/s, but, for representation purposes, the gures
report only the scope between 0.5 and 3.0 rad/s. The barycentric radii of gyrations of the
ve hulls refer to the following standard values suitable for large yachts:

kxx = 0.37Bmax, (8)

kyy = 0.25LWL, (9)

kzz = 0.25LWL. (10)

The kyy and kzz are consequently different for all the hulls, according to the LWL values
reported in Table 3. Such values for the radii of gyrations derive from analyses performed
by MARIN on an internal reference model test database [34].
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Figure 10. Six DOF RAOs at 0 knots on the reference hulls for the AWI heading of 135 degrees.

Figure 11. Six DOF RAOs at 12 knots on the reference hulls for the AWI heading of 135 degrees.
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Few differences appear, analysing the obtained curves, in the barycentric RAOs be-
tween Hull A and Hull B, highlighting the same trends observed by Gerritsma in their
studies on the addition of a bulb [26]. Hull C presents more differences from the original
hull form, especially for heave and pitch motions. Even though hulls A, B and C have
different displacements, analogue considerations pertain to hull versions B* and C*. Hull
C* presents barycentric RAOs comparable with Hull C for all the six DOFs. For hull B*,
little difference appears in pitch motion amplitude around 1.0 rad/s compared to Hull B.
Therefore, an analysis based on barycentric RAOs only suggests that Hull C and C* are less
susceptible to vertical motions than Hulls A and B. However, there being differences in
the positions of the centre of gravity between the ve hulls, it is necessary to consider the
absolute motions/accelerations in the specic locations suggested by AWI guidelines.

Figure 12. Reference system adopted for the seakeeping calculations.

4.2. Locations

The application of AWI 22834 guidelines requires the evaluation of MSI and EGA in
ve specic locations along the yacht, according to the formulations given by Equations (2)
and (1), respectively. Such equations require knowledge of the vertical and lateral accelera-
tions characteristic of the points indicated by AWI 22834 (see Section 2.2). Table 4 reports
the coordinates of the locations at which AWI 22834 guidelines require the execution of the
comfort analysis.

Table 4. Coordinates of the AWI 22834 locations on the reference hulls *.

Location Symbol xL (m) yL (m) zL (m)

Owner’s cabin OC 41.712 0.000 7.500
Dining area DA 21.700 0.000 5.850
Wheel house WH 36.498 −2.000 9.170
Crew area CA 45.188 0.000 2.500
Beach club BC 3.134 0.000 4.170

* Measures are given taking the intersection between the aft perpendicular and the keel line as origin.

Motions and accelerations at specic locations along the vessel require barycentric
values. For the analysed cases in vertical and lateral directions, the transformation equations
are as follows:

L = G − 2π
λ [(zL − zG) + (xL − xG)], (11)

L = G − 2π
λ [(xL − xG) + (yL − yG)], (12)

where subscript G denotes the centre of gravity and L the generic location along the hull.
Equations (12) and (11) are valid for frequency and time domain simulations. As the
analysis is performed in the frequency domain, the two equations transform the barycentric
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values into local RAOs, obtaining the acceleration RAOs from the motion by multiplying
by the encounter frequency e:

RAÖL = RAOL
2
e , (13)

RAÖL
= RAOL

2
e . (14)

The resulting local absolute lateral and vertical acceleration RAOs will have more
distinctions between the ve reference hull forms compared to the barycentric responses
shown in the previous section. The different positions of the centre of gravity between the
reference hulls should provide different arms in transformation Equations (11) and (12),
thus increasing the differences in the resulting local RAOs. Figures 13 and 14 show the
lateral acceleration RAOs for the AWI locations and heading for the speeds of 0 and 12
knots, respectively. The local RAOs have more variability compared to the barycentric ones,
especially for locations far away from the centre of gravity. This is true for both 0 and 12
knots and conrmed by the fact that the dining area (DA), which is the closest location to
the centre of gravity, shows few differences between the ve hull forms.

Figure 13. Absolute lateral acceleration RAO at 0 knots on the reference hulls for the AWI locations.

Figures 15 and 16 show the vertical acceleration RAOs for the AWI locations and
heading for the speeds of 0 and 12 knots, respectively. The same considerations made for
the lateral accelerations pertain to the vertical ones. Furthermore, in this case the variability
between the ve hull forms is higher for locations away from the centre of gravity at both
vessel speeds. From the local RAOs calculated on the ve hull forms, the vertical and
lateral amplitudes observed for Hull C and C* are lower than the other design solutions
for the 0 speed. At 12 knots, Hull B* also shows low acceleration amplitudes, which are
comparable with Hull C and C*. However, a pure comparison and ranking on the local
absolute acceleration RAOs is not sufcient to judge the nal comfort levels of the ve hull
forms. Therefore, a frequency domain analysis is needed for the AWI 22834 conditions.
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Figure 14. Absolute lateral acceleration RAO at 12 knots on the reference hulls for the AWI locations.

Figure 15. Absolute vertical acceleration RAO at 0 knots on the ve reference hulls for the
AWI locations.
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Figure 16. Absolute vertical acceleration RAO at 12 knots on the ve reference hulls for the
AWI locations.

In a frequency domain calculation the nal MSI and EGA values are calculated on
a base of ̈ and ̈ RMS values, and, in the case of MSI, using additional characteristics of
the vertical acceleration spectrum S̈L (see Equation (2)). The acceleration spectra consider
the environmental conditions suggested by AWI 22834 guidelines concerning Hs and Tz,
corresponding to the scatter diagram cells highlighted in Figure 1. The guidelines suggest
the adoption of a JONSWAP-like spectrum. Usually, the well known elongation parameter
γ of the JONSWAP spectrum is 3.3 but there is the possibility to use different γ values as
a function of the wave period Tz [39,40]. The present study employs the second option,
leading to the wave spectra in Figure 17 for the comfort calculations. Such wave amplitude
spectra derive from the following denition of the JONSWAP spectrum:

SW = A(γ)SW0γ
exp

[
− 1

2


−p
σp

2]

, (15)

where:

SW0 =
5
16H

2
s

4
p

−5 exp
[
− 5

4



p

−4
]
, (16)

γ =





1 for Tp/H0.5
s ≥ 5,

exp

5.75− 1.15Tp/H0.5

s


for 3.6 < Tp/H0.5
s < 5,

5 for Tp/H0.5
s ≤ 3.6,

(17)

σ =

{
0.07 for ≤ p,
0.09 for > p,

(18)

A(γ) = 1− 0.287 lnγ, (19)

Tp = 0.6673+ 0.05037γ− 0.00623γ2 + 0.0003341γ3. (20)
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In the above equations, p is the peak frequency and SW0 is the Pierson–Moskowitz
spectral formulation. For the AWI conditions shown in Figure 17 all the periods above 4 s
present γ = 1, thus irregular sea-states described by a Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum (fully
developed sea). Only for Tz = 3.5 s is the enhancement parameter higher, representing
a growing sea environment. In any case, all tested conditions refer to a long-crested
sea model.

Figure 17. JONSWAP wave spectra for AWI environmental conditions.

Having dened the wave spectra it is possible to evaluate the vertical and lateral
acceleration spectra for the specic AWI 22834 conditions, coupling the absolute local
RAOs with the associated wave environment spectrum SW :

S̈L = SW RAO2
̈L
, (21)

S̈L = SW RAO2
̈L
. (22)

Equation (21) allows the RMS value of the absolute lateral acceleration for the AWI locations
to be determined, given by the square root of the spectral area, necessary to determine
the EGA according to Equation (1). Equation (22) provides the spectrum of the vertical
acceleration that should be processed to derive the frequency f̂ξ at which the maximum
amplitude of S̈L is necessary for the MSI evaluation. Integrating the spectra allows also
the evaluation of RMS values for vertical absolute local accelerations, needed to compute
EGA and MSI.

The application of Equations (1) and (2) with RMS values of local vertical and lateral
absolute accelerations allows the AWI 22834 comfort criteria to be checked in the ve
prescribed locations. Figures 18 and 19 show the EGA values obtained for Hs = 1.5 metres
and a varying Tz between 1 and 15 s for 0 and 12 knots and heading 135 degrees, thus for
operative conditions including the AWI suggested ones. The gures also represent the AWI
threshold of 2 degrees for the EGA value. Analysing the 0 knots condition (Figure 18), it
can be observed that the AWI threshold is exceeded only for the owner’s cabin (OC), the
dining area (DA) and the crew area (CA) locations. All the hull forms exceed the limit;
however, the Tz range of exceedance changes hull by hull. For all the locations, Hull C*
presents a thinner exceedance range among the tested forms. The situation is different for
12 knots (see Figure 19), where the AWI threshold is exceeded in the crew area (CA) only,
but not by hull forms A and B*.
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Figure 18. EGA values for Hs = 1.5 metres at different Tz for the AWI 22834 locations at 0 knots.

Figure 19. EGA values for Hs = 1.5 metres at different Tz for the AWI 22834 locations at 12 knots.
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Figures 20 and 21 show the MSI values for the same conditions described for EGA
calculations at the speeds of 0 and 12 knots, respectively. The thresholds visualised in the
two gures correspond to a MSI value of 10% after 60 min of exposure, as suggested by
AWI 22834 guidelines. Considering the zero speed condition (Figure 20), the threshold is
exceeded by Hulls A, B and C for the wheel house (WH) location only. The other hulls
do not exceed the MSI threshold at all. However, a speed increase is changing the critical
conditions. At 12 knots (Figure 21), the dining area (DA) is the only location beyond the
AWI threshold for MSI. All the other locations do not satisfy the given criterion for different
ranges of Tz. For all the locations the hulls showing the best performances are C* and B*,
with C* presenting the lower exceedance ranges for all locations.

Figure 20. MSI values for Hs = 1.5 metres at different Tz for the AWI 22834 locations at 0 knots.

4.3. Comfort Rankings

With the availability of RMS values for EGA and MSI, it is possible to extract the
downtime period of comfort fullment according to Equation (6). Table 5 reports the
results, where only the AWI 22834 calculation points and conditions contribute to the
nal OPC index. Besides OPC, the rating is also shown through the AWI ve-star scale,
considering local and global comfort levels. The table reports for the WH location (the only
one not on the diametral plain) the worst case between the original and mirrored positions
on the x-axis.
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Figure 21. MSI values for Hs = 1.5 metres at different Tz for the AWI 22834 locations at 12 knots.

Table 5. OPC and comfort ratings according to AWI 22834 criteria for the different hull concepts.

Location HULL A HULL B HULL C HULL B* HULL C*
0 Knots 12 Knots 0 Knots 12 Knots 0 Knots 12 Knots 0 Knots 12 Knots 0 Knots 12 Knots

OC 2.26 4.52 2.26 4.52 2.26 17.00 2.26 19.26 2.39 17.00
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

DA 3.19 100.00 6.77 100.00 3.19 100.00 19.26 100.00 19.26 100.00
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

WH 19.25 0.93 47.41 0.93 65.07 4.52 100.00 4.52 100.00 4.52
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

CA 2.26 19.26 2.26 6.77 2.26 6.77 2.26 47.41 2.26 19.26
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

BC 100.00 19.26 100.00 19.26 100.00 19.26 100.00 19.26 100.00 19.26
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Partial 25.39 28.79 31.74 26.30 34.56 29.51 44.76 38.09 44.78 32.01
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Total 27.09 29.02 32.04 41.43 38.40
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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The results allow a ranking to be established between the ve different hull forms
investigated in this study. Considering the nal global OPC as the principal classier leads
to the following scale:

1. Hull B*: The solution with a conventional bulb and the same displacement of the
initial hull results to be the solution with the highestOPC for the AWI 22834 conditions.
This solution scores high rankings for all the locations at both speeds, gaining the
highest OPC value for the crew area (CA) at 12 knots (47.41%). Even though the
comfort characteristics are higher than for other solutions, the global ranking of the
hull form remains average (3 stars out of ve) according to the AWI 22834 scale.

2. Hull C*: The vertical bow solution at the same displacement as the original yacht
is the second-best design option according to the OPC comfort rating. The main
difference with Hull B* is for the crew area at 12 knots. Here, hull C* does not satisfy
the EGA requirement for one scatter cell more than hull B*, leading to a local OPC
difference of about 18%. Comparing the OPC at 0 knots, the C* solution provides the
best comfort score. Applying the AWI 22834 scale, the hull form has comfort qualities
below average (two stars out of ve).

3. Hull C: The third-best ranking belongs to the vertical bow solution with the same
draught as the original yacht. Compared to the original hull-form, themain differences
concern all locations except the crew area (CA), where the performance of Hull A
remains higher than Hull C for 12 knots. With an OPC of 32%, the AWI scale remains
the same as Hull C*, which means below average (two stars out of ve).

4. Hull B: The rating of the conventional bow with a bulb is between the vertical bow
solution and the original hull form by keeping the draught constant. Compared to the
original hull, option B has better qualities at 0 knots but somewhat worse at 12 knots.
With an OPC of 29%, the AWI scale remains the same as Hull C, which means below
average (two stars out of ve).

5. Hull A: The worse comfort ranking is that of the original yacht, which means the
conventional bow without a bulb. In any case, the AWI scale is the same as Hulls B, C
and C*, which means comfort qualities are below average (two stars out of ve).

The ranking provided by applying AWI 22834 comfort criteria favours design solution
B* with a conventional bowwith a bulb at the same displacement as the original yachts (Hull
A). However, the ranking is specic to the analysed case and inuenced by environmental
condition granularity and locations used for this reference yacht. The main difference
between Hulls B* and C* concerns the crew area at the speed of 12 knots, where the
satisfaction of the EGA criterion for a single cell increases the local OPC by 18%. As the
global score between C* and B* is close, and Hull C has a higher ranking than Hull B, it
could be supposed that the best solution for comfort may be the vertical bow. Such an
assumption implies adopting a different granularity for the environmental conditions or
alternative locations, or the execution of more complex seakeeping analyses or simulations.
Considering comfort analyses on the combined scatter diagram of Areas 26 and 47 conrms
the possible advantages of a vertical bow. Figures 22 and 23 report the limiting curves
for the comfort criteria on all AWI locations. The limiting envelopes highlight that for
the combined set of Hs–Tz couples, Hull C* exceeds the comfort thresholds for lower cells
compared to other hull forms. Such a consideration is valid at both 0 and 12 knots. The
observed trend on the combined scatter diagram is not in line with the conventional AWI
22834 environmental conditions.

It is then necessary to discuss further possible developments and integrations to the
present study aiming at a more reliable denition of design guidelines for large yachts.
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Figure 22. Limiting comfort criteria curves on the combined Area 27 and 47 scatter diagram for the
AWI 22834 locations at 0 knots.

Figure 23. Limiting comfort criteria curves on the combined Area 27 and 47 scatter diagram for the
AWI 22834 locations at 12 knots.
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5. Discussion

The comfort analysis performed according to the AWI 22834 guidelines established a
ranking between the ve analysed bow design solutions for the reference large yacht. The
results highlighted a somewhat unexpected trend, giving the best rank to hull B* tted
with a conventional bow and a nested bulb.

However, a more in-depth seakeeping analysis on a broader range of environmental
conditions shows a preference for hull C*, representing the vertical bow concept. Such a
result, obtained by applying the same comfort criteria of AWI guidelines and the same
numerical models of the main study reported in this work, suggests that AWI 22834
guidelines are not a suitable metric to derive design indications for large yachts. The
consideration is valid at least once the comfort analysis employs strip-theory calculations.
Furthermore, the ranking includes only comfort criteria, not the only design attribute for a
large yacht, especially once green [41,42] and digital [43] transitions are becoming extremely
relevant to the ship design process.

Therefore, the following main areas require a focus for further improvement of
present comfort analysis and the determination of general guidelines on hull form concepts
for designers:

• Comfort criteria and environmental conditions.
• Numerical analysis of seakeeping characteristics.
• Inclusion of additional parameters not related only to comfort (resistance, added

resistance, manoeuvering, etc.).

A way forward to include the mentioned points on design guidelines of large yachts
requires a preliminary discussion in the following sections.

5.1. Identication of More Reliable Comfort Criteria

The results of the comfort calculations presented in the previous section highlight
an inconsistency with the expectations of the best form for designing a large yacht bow.
The investigation of a broader set of environmental conditions shows how the vertical
bow is maybe the best solution for motion reduction. Furthermore, considering different
denitions of the JONSWAP spectrum can also be a source of changes in the global ranking
according to AWI guidelines.

Table 6 reports the differences in OPC values obtained by changing the denition of
the elongation parameter γ. Keeping γ = 1.0 invariant with Tz (which means considering a
set of Pierson–Moskowitz spectra) does not change the ranking between the bow solutions.
The OPC values are close to the original analysis referring to a variable γ. The spectrum
modication inuences only one condition of the AWI environmental denition, more
precisely, the one corresponding to Tz = 3.5 s. On the other hand, an invariant γ = 3.3
changes the nal ranking among the hulls. The γ value corresponding to 3.3 is the standard
parameter suggested to model a not fully developed irregular sea state in the North Sea;
however, designers use it as a constant reference value for sea areas. The elongation
parameter modies the peak shape of the spectra (see Figure 17 for Tz = 3.5 s), thus the
coupling between the wave spectrum and RAO. Consequently, the nal values of OPC
change the original rankings, showing higher comfort levels than γ = 1 or variable γ
cases. OPC increases from 5 to 7% for all the hull forms except for Hull B*, where the
value remains almost constant. Then, the best solution becomes Hull C*, thus the vertical
bow concept.

Furthermore, the AWI 22834 guidelines suggest  = 135 degrees as the reference for
comfort analysis. Previous studies [13,44] show that such an assumption is arguable, as
certain yachts may result in worse motions for other headings. At the same time, MSI and
EGA adoption as key parameter indicators requires accurate revision, as it is inuenced by
the vessel dimensions, compromising the generality of the ranking process. In conclusion,
despite the purpose of the AWI 22834 guidelines being the establishment of general criteria
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to rank the performances of different yachts, such standards need to be further investigated
to develop an instrument suitable to derive hull form design guidelines for large yachts.

Table 6. OPC and comfort ratings according to different γ denitions for JONSWAP spectra.

γ (-) HULL A HULL B HULL C HULL B* HULL C*

variable 27.09 29.09 32.04 41.43 38.40
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

γ = 3.3 34.68 35.94 36.45 41.55 45.35
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

γ = 1.0 26.86 29.02 32.03 40.97 38.39
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

5.2. Numerical Assumptions and Non-Linear Effects

The present study uses a 2D strip-theory method to solve the numerical problem of
ship motion. As already explained, the purpose was to employ a methodology of easy ac-
cess and comprehension for designers at an early design stage. However, with the constant
increase of computational power potentially at disposal in design ofces, more accurate
3D panel methods allow for preliminary motion assessment as well. Three-dimensional
panel codes have the advantage of including the radiation problem more, leading to a
different denition of forces than 2D strip-theory codes. Furthermore, the discretisation
of the hull form with panels instead of sections could better capture the differences be-
tween hull forms, especially in the case of slight variations. It is, therefore, handy to study
whether the adoption of such computation techniques gives an improvement or not to
comfort evaluation.

Nevertheless, a frequency domain 3D panel code represents a linear resolution of
ship motions. The motion equations give rise to a linear response if all the coefcients are
independent of the motion amplitude. In principle, this requires that the variations of the
wetted surface during the vessel oscillation are negligible, so the relative motion amplitudes
must be small enough. Although the amplitudes of ship motions are large, the submerged
part of the hull can vary considerably, and the linear approximation is not valid any more.
Roll is generally the motion that is more inuenced by nonlinearities, especially when the
damping is small. Non-linear effects are relevant for large-amplitude oscillations that rarely
occur for the environmental conditions proposed by AWI guidelines. However, non-linear
effects can be signicant when phenomena associated with slamming are analysed, thus
comfort associated with high-frequency hull vibrations. It is then necessary also to analyse
these phenomena in dedicated studies.

5.3. Multi-Criteria Analysis of Hull Form Solutions

The present study focuses on comfort only and is principally associated with ship
motion analysis in irregular waves. However, the design of a large yacht or a ship, in
general, requires evaluating multiple attributes [45]. These are concurrently contributing
to the overall performance of the vessel [46]. For example, the addition of a skeg may
inuence the yacht’s performances in manoeuvring, seakeeping and resistance [47], or the
bow shape can be benecial for motion behaviour and not in propulsion.

Including multicriterial processes in the hull form design also requires a deep un-
derstanding of the yacht’s operative prole and the necessities of the shipowner. The
performance attributes inuencing the hull form design may lead to opposite solutions,
the intrinsic necessities of motion and resistance reduction being antithetical. In a de-
sign process nowadays oriented to green transition, the benet given by a decrease in
consumption/emission could be more effective than a slight OCC variation for comfort.
It is, therefore, necessary to identify with dedicated studies the relative importance of
different design parameters and their impact on the yacht’s performance. Only providing a
global weighted overview of the advantages and disadvantages of alternative hull solutions
allows general and functional guidelines for designers to be determined.
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6. Conclusions

The present work presents a comfort analysis on a large yacht based on the AWI 22834
guidelines to investigate the effect of different bow shapes on the motion behaviour of the
vessel in irregular waves. Five hull forms describe the most adopted bow design solutions
in the yachting market, analysing constant draught or displacement hulls.

The comfort analysis determined a ranking between the different hull forms, indicating
the conventional bow solution with the nested bulb as the design option granting higher
comfort for the AWI 22834 locations, service and environmental conditions. Such a hull
form (Hull B*) has a comfort rate OPC just 3% higher than the vertical bow solution at
the same displacement (Hull C*), only due to the behaviour in a single location (the crew
area) at the speed of 12 knots. Nevertheless, this difference determines a ranking variation
between the two forms according to the AWI 22834 star rating system, from below average
(two out of ve stars) to good (three out of ve stars). The execution of comfort analysis
on a broader set of Hs–Tz couples highlights that the effective exceedance of AWI comfort
limits is lower for vertical bow hulls.

Such a consideration, together with results published for yachts of different sizes [13,44],
suggests that the AWI 22834 guidelines are not the appropriate metrics to properly assess
comfort levels on large yachts and satisfactorily compare hull form design solutions. The
discussion of the obtained results on the reference yacht allows the further steps needed for
dening versatile design guidelines for large yachts to be determined with more insight,
especially for the early design stage. As such, the present study lacks a proper denition of
inertia which can be crucial in further changing the nal comfort level in different design
solutions. However, a better inclusion of such an effect requires the availability of real yacht
building data to establish a proper statistical formulation of inertia values for different
yacht types. As mentioned, the present study focuses on the pure effect of the bow form on
the seakeeping characteristics of a yacht, without aiming at the denition of an optimal
hull form. The results show that the differences of comfort level due to the bow shape only
are not signicant, suggesting that better comfort levels may be reached by changing other
global hull parameters not touched in this study. Nonetheless, the effect of the bow change
may be more relevant to other yacht’s performances such as resistance.

Further studies on a broader cluster of dimensions and forms are necessary for identi-
fying more general metrics for comfort ranking and for dening reliable environmental
and encounter conditions. Furthermore, the inuence on comfort ratings of adopting
more advanced calculation techniques should be checked and compared with strip theory,
including non-linear effects, if the case. Lastly, the analysis must include other design
parameters, such as fuel consumption and emissions, which are crucial for a large yacht or,
generally, for a ship.

Nevertheless, the present study is a good starting point for identifying design guide-
lines for a future generation of large yachts, which, besides comfort, will face the challenges
given by the imminent ecological and digital transitions in the shipping industry and
ship design.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AWI Approved work item
BC Beach club
CA Crew area
CR Comfort rating
DA Dining area
DOF Degree of freedom
EGA Effective gravity angle
ISO International Organization for Standardization
JONSWAP Joint North Sea Wave Project
MARIN Maritime Research Institute of the Netherlands
MIR Motion Illness Rating
MSI Motion Sickness Index
OC Owner’s cabin
RAO Response amplitude operator
RMS Root mean square
WH Wheel house
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